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If you still associate vinyl floors in Los Angeles, CA with black and white checkerboards or light blue
and white tiles that tear easily, then it's time to update your information. Vinyl flooring is nothing like
the original vinyl sheeting or tiles. In fact, the high quality styles look so much like wood flooring or
ceramic or stone tile, you'll be amazed to discover it's vinyl.

Browsing online vinyl selections or making a trip to the flooring store is a true eye-opener. Thanks to
technology, the new vinyl flooring is durable, tear resistant and offered in a seemingly unlimited
variety of patterns and colors. In addition, the new manufacturing processes create vinyl sheeting
and tiles that also feel comfortable when walking on the flooring. With a slight cushioning effect, the
vinyl is easy on the joints and muscles, and it never feels cold and unwelcoming.

Whereas once vinyl was found primarily in entrance ways, kitchens and bathrooms, it's now used in
most rooms in houses. You will find vinyl floors in Los Angeles, CA rooms that include dens, living
rooms, family rooms and even bedrooms. They have no grout to clean like tile and never need
staining like wood flooring. It can't collect dust like carpet either.  It's no wonder that so many people
choose the new vinyl flooring when it offers:

>> Affordability

>> Dent and scratch resistance

>> Stain resistance

>> Easy maintenance

>> Environmental safety

>> Durability

A Tough Plastic With Remarkable Features

Vinyl is a type of tough plastic that technology and innovative design features has turned into the
highest quality material. The most recent vinyl product additions are luxury tiles that even include a
base layer stone content to add exceptional durability. Other technological advances include:

>> Protective coatings that resist stains and scratches

>> Protective coatings that resist surface bacteria

>> 3D texturing that makes the vinyl look exactly like stone, wood or tile flooring

>> Texturing that makes the vinyl feel like stone, wood or tile flooring

>> Unlimited color choices

Vinyl Supports Lifestyles

One of the best features of vinyl flooring in Los Angeles, CA homes is the fact it supports any
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lifestyle. Vinyl flooring fits a sophisticated elegant dÃ©cor, a rustic interior or a family friendly style.

However, it offers much more than just styling. The new technology has also added resilience to the
flooring so dropped toys, dishes and remotes won't dent the vinyl like they would dent wood flooring.
Normal household activities including playing children and running pets are easily managed by vinyl
flooring.

If you think of vinyl flooring in terms of limited designs and colors and so relegate it to backrooms
and small areas, you'll be very surprised by the new vinyl sheeting and tiles. The first thing you'll do
is reach out to touch the vinyl because it looks so much like wood or ceramic or stone tile. You can
even buy vinyl based on the amount of gloss if you want shiny looking floors.

Vinyl flooring in Los Angeles, CA has hit new style heights thanks to technology. It's designed for
households enjoying active lifestyles and for people who don't have time to worry about their
flooring.
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The author of this article is working for a www.barrycarpet.com. If you want to know more about a
Carpet Floors, Los Angeles, CA or a Hardwood Floors, Los Angeles, CA than please visit the
website linked here.
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